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At long last the river levels have returned to normal! 

The new weir at Dight’s Falls now extends about three quarters of  
the way across the river. The breach on the north side has been 
closed off with a temporary dam, to allow construction of the final 
section of the weir, which will include the new spillway and fish ladder. 
Water is finally flowing over the completed section of the weir, so from 
now on the river heights will be back to those we used to expect. 

The Club combined working bee and Easter celebration on 1st April 
was well attended and, fuelled by a huge supply of Easter Eggs  
and Hot Cross Buns, much was done. Amongst other things, the  
car park and pathway to the river were spread with screenings,  
the boat storage area and clubrooms were thoroughly cleaned  
and the windows polished. The steps at front and back received  
anti-slip treatment, with tape being applied in time for Winter.  
All the fluorescent tubes were replaced, the lawn was mown, and  
the power point near the TV was finally upgraded. New PFD racks 
were also installed on the western side.

We are always grateful for those members who volunteer for  
the many jobs involved in running the club. At this working bee  
I recorded the attendance of Alex James, Andrew Buzacott, Anne  
Sarr, Bob Bateson, Celesta van der Paal, Deb Sutherland, Don 
Campbell, George Szlawski, Jen Stevens, Joan Doreian, Joe Alia, 
Julie Perriam, Kevin Hannington, Lisa Newton, Llew Morgan, Marg 
Bell, Marg Buck, Mark Smith, Neil Grierson, Peter Hallyburton,  
Peter Niemandt, Ryan Niemandt, Steve Batancs, Steve Beitz and  
Tony Payne, and there were several others whose names I wasn’t  
able to record. Many thanks to all.

Readers of eNews will have seen the reference to the Winter Series 
launch and BBQ to be held at the Club on Sunday 29th April.  
The first race of the series is at Warrnambool on the 6th May and  
we hope for a good FCC turnout so we can fight to win the trophy  
for the 5th year in a row. Check the whiteboard and website for 
details of all future races.

The issue of storage of members’ boats continues to receive our 
attention. Many suggestions have been made, and Tony Payne is 
leading a group investigating them. In order to properly test the 
various alternatives, Wayne Cooke has been re-measuring and 
drawing a new set of up-to-date building plans, and a building  
survey is under way to confirm what other updates to the building 
might be necessary.  

Finally I draw your attention to a change in membership renewals  
for the coming financial year. This year Renewal Day will be held 
earlier than in the past. It will be on Sunday 24th June 2012, a little 
over three weeks earlier than has been usual. This is being done to 
avoid a potential gap in CV and AC membership, and in members’ 
insurance cover provided through Australian Canoeing. For those  
who currently have a racking space, you are reminded that you  
must renew by 31st August to retain your rack.

David Bevan 
Chairman
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David Bevan, at right, paddling a TC2.



C L U B  M E M B E R  P R O F I L E

When did you join the club and why?

We both started training with Fairfield in 2006 as part of Trinity’s 
Saturday session, and then joined the next year. Strathcona, where 
we had started paddling, was offering training sessions through the 
winter, and it was important to us for kayaking to become more than 
a seasonal activity.

Do you do any other sports? Had you done any kayaking 
before joining FCC?

We started kayaking through Strathcona BGGS, with whom we each 
did 4 Murray Marathons. It was offered from year nine, and we were 
both active on the team throughout our later years at school. In 2007 
(my year 12, Sophie’s year 10), we were both on the Strathcona team 
that won the girls school relay at the Murray. Our main sporting 
focus is kayaking, but Sophie has become a keen cyclist, and I have 
recently taken up yoga. At school we did quite a range of sport; 
basketball and artistic gymnastics (Sophie) and swimming (me).

What are you doing now – study, work, school?

Sophie is in her third year of a Bachelor of Nursing and Psychology  
at Deakin University. I’m doing my Honours year of a Bachelor of 
Music at The University of Melbourne majoring in flute performance. 
Last year I also completed a Diploma of French at Melbourne.  
We both work part-time, Sophie at Chemist’s Warehouse and me 
tutoring French.

What were your impressions when you first came to  
the club?

We were both really impressed by the facilities the club offers,  
it was the first time we had ever been near racing kayaks! For our  
first couple of years we mostly trained with Joe, Connie and the  
Trinity squad, but since leaving school we have started paddling 
at general club sessions. We really enjoy the friendly, supportive 
atmosphere, the club has a great community feel and we always  
feel part of a team at races.

What are you training for now?

The winter series of course! There is also the possibility that we will  
do a K2 half marathon at this year’s Murray.

What is a typical training week?

We try to do two sessions a week, dependant of course on Uni 
commitments. The Sunday club session is a definite, and then either 
the Tuesday evening session to Dight’s or another morning.

Doing any other training off the water?

Sophie cycles almost everywhere, and I enjoy doing some laps of  
the swimming pool.

Coach at the club that is helping?

We go out with Joe Alia sometimes on a Wednesday, which is often  
a real wake up call in terms of technique!

Anything else you want to say; advice to other kayakers 
your age? 

It would be fantastic to see more kayakers our age active at the club 
and in competitions! So many people stop coming once they get to 
uni and need to juggle studying, working and life in general, but 
it is a great sport for both fitness and fun. We love taking part in 
competitions, even when (as is sometimes the case) we are the only 
boat in our category and hope that we will be able to do so for a 
long while to come!
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Autumn light filters through the trees as I push away from the steps  
at the clubhouse. The time I spend on the brown water is proving  
to be good for my soul. Sure the objective has to do with developing 
my paddling strength for the upcoming Murray, but I am getting most 
for my soul. 

As the hypnotic rhythm of the paddles piercing the water create the 
edges of my reality, I realise how much richer my life has become 
since I decided, after an 18 year absence, to once again take to the 
water. Distractions of demanding clients, the pressure of proposals 
and pitches fall away with each stroke. This is good. My heart rate 
has risen to my training zone, and my breathing takes on focussed 
functionality.

I find myself musing as I turn into the valley of smell, aka Yarra Bend, 
that maybe there is more to paddling than just pushing and pulling 
on a paddle. Maybe there are more parallels between paddling and 
Life than what I would first think. 

My mind begins to look for connections. 

The obvious one is the need for balance. 

The dance between the paddles’ entry and exit, between the speed 
and instability and between relaxing and exertion, all make a case  
for a need for balance.

So too in life is there a need for balance between work and non-
work, between being social and being alone and between laughter 
and seriousness...there is a need for both...you get the point.

I dig my left paddle in deep to start a sprint – only to hit a log lying 
in wait just below the surface. For a brief moment I am focussed; 
terribly focussed, on not swimming. My Assegai wobbles, my paddling 
becomes erratic and bracing is the name of the game.

For a moment I feel like a novice, wondering what I was doing this  
so far from shore. But as quickly as that feeling arrives it is gone  
and I am comfortable again. I criticize myself aloud and continue  
my train of thought. 

The second parallel – focus.

There is need to be focused in both paddling and Life if value is to 
be extracted from either. There is something about the instability of 
a K1 that makes me very present and very focused in the moment. 
Everything else becomes irrelevant, unimportant and peripheral.  
The focus harnesses all my senses and focuses them to a goal, in this 
case not exploring how to breathe normally submerged in cold water.

I take a deep breath. It rings true for me: It had been focus, more 
than strength, that got me over the line on Iron Man, Mt Kilimanjaro, 
Kokoda and parenting my 16 year old daughter – although the jury  
is still out on that one! 

Maybe enjoyment in life is less about speed and more about focus?

I turn the canoe into the right hander leading onto the stretch before 
the final corner to Kane’s Bridge. The sun is now hunting me from 

behind the trees, shooting light at me off the rippling water. In that 
instant I become aware that I am not alone. Ducks and other water 
fowl are squawking angrily as they take evasive action on my right, 
away from my flailing paddles. Two brightly clothed joggers on  
the track high up on my left meander on a path hidden to me.  
Doves are cooing in the wattle branches above...I am in a heaven.  
How good is this!

Ok, so the third parallel is that Life is to be enjoyed in the moment 
and not only on reflection. 

As if on cue a rowing boat comes towards me. The oarsman is a 
young guy trying desperately not to wet the girl in the ill-fitting life 
jacket. Their laughter can be heard above the sound of my paddling 
and I spontaneously begin to smile. Life is good. This is good. 

Without missing a stroke (Marg Buck would be proud of me), I turn 
the canoe at Studley Boathouse, and make my way back under the 
bridge upstream into the dappled sunshine. 

I do a quick internal check: I am nearly feeling strong enough to face 
the world again – but there is still 5kms to go and I need to balance, 
to focus and to enjoy this paddle. 

Autumn will soon be over. 

Peter Niemandt 

B E G I N N E R ’ S  G U I D E  T O  P A D D L I N G
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Peter Niemandt, right. 
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Except when Canadians are within the confines of a hockey stadium 
or in sight of a television showing a hockey game, they are a friendly 
and hospitable bunch. With canoes and kayaks so deeply a part of 
their history and culture you know you are among friends. 

Even in a Canadian winter with snow blanketing nearby suburbs,  
the locals can be seen cruising around the coves of Vancouver in  
their sea kayaks and charging across the bays in Dragon boats. 

In Australia we refer generically to a canoe being ‘Canadian,’ but we 
generally don’t fully appreciate a canoe’s spiritual importance.  
In Canada, canoe-making, like other cultural practices, is inseparable 
from the belief system of First Nation people and their on-going 
relationship to their territories and resources.

To get a sense of the history of canoes within Canada and how 
they have been used a visit to the Museum of Anthropology at the 
University of British Columbia in Vancouver is a must. In addition 
to a great collection of totems and other First Nation symbols and 
artefacts, it has great examples of canoes. 

The Yasmaqac or Sealing Canoe is typical of canoes made by the 
Nuu-chah-nulth people from the west coast of Vancouver Island.  
The canoes are made of a single red cedar log and can be anywhere 
from about 5 to 14 metres long depending on the intended use.  
The bow and stern were often carved to represent animals and the 
canoes were painted with intricate and expressive art. Typically it 
would have carried 6 paddlers, a steersman and a harpooner.  
Note the notch on the top of the bow, which is designed as a harpoon 
rest. [Imagine if we added these bows to our FCC canoes it could add 
some excitement to our paddling and think of the fat carp that we 
could try to catch up and down the river!] 

Because of their stability and sea-worthy design the Nuu-chah-nulth 
canoes were highly valued by other First Nations and were traded up 
and down the British Columbia and Oregon coast. Some were fitted 
with masts and sails and travelled up to 40km offshore.

Another type of canoe is the Sturgeon-nosed canoe of the Ktunaxa 
people from inland British Columbia, who inhabited the Kootenay 
and Columbia Rivers. 

The unique flat-bottom design tapers at both ends, creating a 
streamlined shape that cuts easily through water. Sturgeon-nosed 
canoes were traditionally made from birch bark, western white pine 
bark, cedar wood, cedar roots, maple sap and pitch. Their light 
construction made for easy transport on lakes and wetlands.  
They are still used by the Yakan Nukiy people. 

Yasmaqac or Sealing Canoe at Museum of Anthropology.

Canoe for Sale, Banff.

Sturgeon-nosed canoe at Museum of Anthropology.



You can see the influence of this design on more recent canoes,  
such as in the Toro canoes owned by the Club.

In modern times the Hudson Bay Company has recognised the 
importance and effectiveness of canoes and still stock them at each 
of their stores. The HBC staff claimed that they would deliver them 
anywhere.

While they are beautifully made canvas-wrapped and cedar canoes, 
at $CDN6,500 each, even with a favourable $AUD/$CDN exchange 
rate, I doubt many in Australia will be buying one.

Andrew Buzacott
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Canoe for Sale, Vancouver. Photos courtesy Andrew Buzacott.

Jonathon Mayne at Warrnambool Race One. 

Kevin Hannington at Warrnambool Race One. 

Tony Payne and Stephen Beitz at Warrnambool Race One.  
Photos courtesy Holly Payne.
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Despite the fact that Angus, James and I had driven up the Hume to 
Penrith twice in the preceding month (for the Oceania and National 
Sprint competitions) there seemed like an enormous amount of 
preparation to be done prior to this year’s Marathon Nationals. 
Paddler pairings were negotiated, nominations were considered,  
lead was removed from boats, seats were changed, pumps were 
restored to use and drinking packs were cleaned. Four paddlers  
and 6 boats (and the borrowed trailer) headed north.

We had originally booked at the Log Cabin, but sadly this historical 
Penrith institution had burnt down some weeks ago. We squeezed 
into alternative accommodation. Leisurely meals of chicken schnitzel 
overlooking the Nepean River next to the Log Cabin were replaced  
by frequent visits to the RSL club at Penrith. (They do a mean  
schnitzel also.)

The venue, SIRC, is a truly sacred site. Remnants remain from 2000 
– testament to its Olympic splendour. One can imagine the area 
being just as special to earlier custodians of the land. There is the 
2km racing course backed up by a lake (variously described as a 
filled quarry, or a billabong of the Nepean river – depending on your 
sense of romance). The course is lined by native trees, which hide the 
light industrial surroundings, and is ringed by flag poles. The Blue 
Mountains rise in the distance. The mist hovers at dawn.

Friday was for registration and practice. For some of us, that means 
getting into the boat, nipping around once to ‘get the feel of the 
course,’ and searching for a coffee.

For champions such as Michael Leverett, nothing is left to chance.  
The water depth, the reeds, the wind, the slope of the land through 
the portage, the buoys – all are checked and considered.

The veterans get to start early on the Saturday. Perhaps they think 
we are tucked up in bed at 8pm! Don and I were the only Fairfield 
representatives in these highly contested starts. No medals, but no 
swims either. All of us battled the weeds, which were infuriating, and 
the cause of much blasphemy. On more than one occasion, Don and 
I stopped next to each other to get the weed off our rudders. Other 
people who had hardly met each other were resorting to similar 
intimacies mid-course. Much discussion was generated on the merits 
of reed on the rudder versus weed on the bow. Some bright sparks 
had turned up with Danish boats with built in reed cutters. These 
were, at first, considered illegal, until one of the officials had the 
bright idea of creating a special class just for the reed cutting boats.

Two octagenarians paddled. Those of you with long term plans will 
be relieved to hear that they were only required to paddle one lap 
(approx 5km). 

The veterans races were run parallel to the U16 and U14 K2s. The 
U16 boys K2 was won by a pair from Camberwell Grammar, winning 
the sprint finish from Trinity’s Hamish Young and Peter O’Leary. 
The girls U16K2 race was similarly dominated by Victoria , with the 
Yarrawong based Kayla Whinray teaming up with MLC’s Kelly Ng to 
win ahead of four other MLC boats. 

T H E  C A M P B E L L S  D O  T H E  N A T I O N A L S  A G A I N

Angus Campbell at the portage. 

Hamish Young and Peter O’Leary at left. 

James Campbell, bottom right and Angus Campbell, centre back.  
All photos courtesy Lisa Newton.



The women’s selection races were run in the middle of the day with 
the men’s C1 race. Nell Cuthbertson and Penny Young of MLC/INCC 
were 1st and 2nd in the U18 womens K1, and the U23 K1 was won 
by FCC’s Marlena Ahrens. The open womens K1 was won by Tegan 
Fraser of Bendigo (currently living in QLD) ahead of Victorian Amy 
Peters and Kate McGrath (QLD). 

There was heavier competition in the afternoon for the mens races. 
Michael Leverett won the open mens K1. Queenslander Dane Schloss 
battled with Mick for almost 5 laps, finally collapsing by the side of 
the course in exhaustion. Fellow Victorians David Cole and Trevor 
Murray came through second and third. 

We were particularly interested in the U23 race, and pleased to see 
Angus and James get a good start in the lead pack. Unfortunately, 
Angus then hit the weeds, and dropped back suddenly, a game that 
seemed to be repeated. James was looking very strong, but made 
it hard for himself by taking a swim at the pontoon, letting the lead 
pack get away. He chased them for the whole race, gaining on them 
in the last lap when they split up, and pulling back 3rd place. Bill Bain 
from QLD (the reigning world junior champion) won the U18 Mens 
K1, followed in for a close second by Trinity’s Tom Hedditch, ahead of 
South Australia’s Jak Bain. Fairfield/Trinity paddler Pat McLean came 
in 8th, whilst our other local paddlers Chris Grundy, Tim Arnold and 
Chris Smith were disappointed to succumb to boat or weed problems. 

Back to the drawing board to regroup and plan the day two assault!

The usual Victorian veterans, from INCC, PLCC and Geelong, lined 
up again on Sunday. It was particularly thrilling to be one of six V50 
womens K2 pairs lining up at the start. The race seems to go more 
quickly when it is more interesting. I teamed up with Glenda McArthur 
(our thanks to Deb Sutherland for the boat ) and we managed 4th 
place in a very hard fought battle with lots of lead changes. We were 
never a match for Lorraine Harper-Horak and Dallas Newman from 
Sydney, but battled against the other competitors through weeds 
and for boat washes in an exciting race. The U16 singles races were 
run at the same time. In the U16 boys K1, Ed Lovick from INCC /
Camberwell Grammar was second and Hamish Young (INCC/Trinity) 
and Peter O’Leary (Fairfield/Trinity) were 4th and 5th respectively. 
Yarrawonga’s Kayla Whinray came second in the U16 girls K1, 
followed in by 8 MLC girls. 

The selection doubles races were held at 11.45am, and the Victorians 
maintained a strong presence.

The Mens open K2 boats were first off the line, with the lead wash 
pack quickly settling down to 4 boats. Michael Leverett and Angus 
teamed up again this year. Could the wiley 40 year old master 
tactician and his young apprentice pull it off this time after losing by a 
nose in 2011? They were up against the experienced but conservative 
team of Bennett Maxwell and Dale Thompson from SA, the dogged 
pair of David Cole and Daniel Ryan from Patterson Lakes, and the 
wild card entry – Bill Bain and Michael Booth from Qld. 
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Lisa Newton and Glenda McArthur. 

Marlene Ahrens.

Mens K2 finish. All photos courtesy Lisa Newton.



They were followed out by Robbie Aardoom and Trevor Murray, and 
Nick Byrne and James – in a boat together for the first time. Other 
Victorians included Geelong’s Ben Poole with keen young Kieran 
Babich from Mitta Mitta. It was an exciting race. The pack narrowed 
down to three boats, and stayed this way for several laps. Bill was 
giving it everything, but seemed to be doing more chasing as the 
race went on. With one lap to go, Bill and Michael suddenly became 
resigned to accepting 4th place. Daniel and Coley hung in there, 
working hard to keep the leaders in their sights, and pounced when 
the lead pack slowed. It was on for young and old at the last portage. 
Mick and Angus got through cleanly, one of the South Australian’s 
took a swim, and Coley dropped his boat. They headed up the lake 
before turning under the bridge for the sprint home. Bennett and Dale 
lost ground, Daniel and Coley caught up and were a nose in front in 
the straight, but Mick and Angus won with an exciting sprint that their 
competitors could not match. 

The open womens race was just as exciting, with the three top 
womens crews finishing within 2 seconds, led by Cat McArthur and 
Amy Peters of Victoria. Kate McGrath and Tegan Fraser were second, 
and Queenslanders Kristina Jenkins and Amanda Rankin (former 
Olympic team sprinters, so the story goes) were third.

In the U18 Mens K2, there was an exciting race between the South 
Australians Jak Bain and Sean-Charles DeDai and Victorian/Trinity 
paddlers Tom Hedditch and Tim Arnold. Jak and Sean won by 2 
seconds to Tom and Tim, and Chris Grundy and Chris Smith from 
Fairfield came in third. Pat McClean teamed up with a Queenslander 
for the doubles. In the U18 womens K2, Penny Young and Nell 
Cuthbertson from MLC/INCC confirmed their dominance by winning 
by over 7 minutes from the Sydney girls. 

We returned to the RSL for presentations and announcements.  
And of course, back down the Hume Highway. 

Next year, Perth.

Lisa Newton
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Tim Arnold. Photo courtesy Chris Alger.

Tom Hedditch. Photo courtesy Lisa Newton.



If you are looking for another challenge or skills to complement your 
flat water skills why not give downriver a go. The boats have similar 
stability to TK boats but don’t have a rudder, They need to be turned 
with boat lean and sweep strokes, both of which are excellent skills 
for turning around buoys. I am happy to bring some boats down to 
the FCC club house and let members try them out. We could use the 
Sunday morning time slot or any other time by mutual arrangement. 
The DR races are on different dates to the marathon events so there  
is no conflict. The early races are likely to be very similar conditions  
to the Yarra at present as the flow is very low.

The first two races have been noted as TBA (to be advised) but the  
race will go ahead, however, the location has yet to be confirmed  
and will depend on water levels. The website will be updated by 
Thursday prior to the event and email notices will be sent to people  
on the Downriver email list. You can join the email list by going to  
www.vic.canoe.org.au then news and subscriptions to enter your 
email address for the Victorian Whitewater News.

May 27 Yarra River TBA depending on levels

June 24 Yarra River TBA depending on levels

July 21  Big River (slalom weekend)  
Contact Mathew French Mob: 0425 804 439 

Aug 18 King River (slalom weekend)

Sep 1 Vic Schools JC to Warrandyte

Sep 16 Vic Champs – Yarra Homestead to Wittons

Chris Wharton

Yarra River just above Wittons Reserve July 2011

Give Chris Wharton a call on 9848 8097 or email optimal@mira.net  
if you would like to try it out.
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George Szlawski, Deb Sutherland and Jen Stevens off to Nagambie  
for a sprint regatta.



I know this isn’t kayaking or canoeing but there was a lot of water 
involved, so if you are looking for something different consider the 
TOUGH MUDDER

Tough Mudder is a new to Australia, a personal challenge over about 
20km. There are no prizes except for a T shirt, head band and a 
can of beer. Tough Mudder has been a world wide hit and to better 
appreciate what it involves have a look on Youtube.

Basically it is 20km of high walls, ice baths, electric shocks, crawling 
in trenches, balance beams, monkey bars, climbing, falling, sliding, 
wading and swimming with lots of mud and water.

Up front the best fun I have ever had but be warned it is 20km 
and the obstacles vary from easy to hard and downright dirty and 
uncomfortable.

I did the course on Saturday 31 March at 12.30pm. The starts were 
arranged in groups of 600 people leaving every 15 minutes. When 
we arrived to check in, the early starters were already finishing and 
they didn’t look that dirty so we were beginning to think that this  
can’t be too hard, no one looks totally exhausted or covered in mud. 
How wrong we were!

A reported 15,000 people did Saturday’s event, I think at least  
10,000 before our start and boy did they churn up the course.

I will try to remember how the day unfolded but it did become a bit  
of a blur after about an hour and a half.

To start with there was a little 2.5 metre wall just to get you into the 
starting chute, then you were totally revved up by the announcer and 
rock music. Down on one knee take the Tough Mudder pledge count 
from 10 and go.

After a long jog approx 4km, step your way though tyres and on to 
the first of the tall walls, up and over 2 lots of 3m walls. This is easy, 

a lot more jogging, more walls – hang on these are taller, then under 
a heavy net for about 50 metres pegged out on gravel, hurts to crawl, 
hard to bend and keep your feet.

Into an ice filled plunge bath, trying not to scream when your man 
bits have retreat from the cold shock. There was a beam across the 
ice plunge so you had to dive under to get to the other end. Now that 
wakes you up but it felt great afterwards. On to the Electric Eel, crawl 
on your stomach across a large wet plastic sheet under electric wires 
while navigating around electric tenticles hanging down to get you; 
only 1 zap, happy about that.

More jogging – where’s the mud? – this isn’t too bad. I think the Leap 
of Faith was next, 4m but felt higher, jump into a dam then a 50 
metre swim to the other side. More jogging, what’s this, a mud pit, 
thick mud waist deep – yuk.

On the stomach again under barb wire, this time through mud, now 
I’m really covered in mud. On to a massive slippery slide only tough 
mudders go head first so down I go head first, hang on what’s that at 
the bottom – more mud, splosh. If I wasn’t completely covered I am 
now. Then straight up a big hill, HELP, I can’t get up it is too muddy. 
The Tough Mudder pledge help fellow tough mudders so with lots of 
pulling and pushing we make it to the top.

Now it becomes a blur; there was lots of jogging, big hay bail 
mountains to climb, tyre mountains to climb, more mud and dams 
to wade through. A wire rope strung across a dam to pull yourself 
across. A trench filled with muddy water 1km long, waist deep. On to 
the balance beam, covered in mud still, can you make it, if you can’t 
a 2m fall into – you guessed it – more mud. Short jog to the monkey 
bars only 15m long but they are slippery, if you didn’t make it, do I 
need to say – drop into mud. Another short jog and climb up a small 
3m tower which has a cargo net strung across to another tower about 
15m away, crawl across as best you can, carefully climb down the 
other side, jog on.
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Steve climbing the wall.

The slippery slide.



There were trenches with burning hay bales on either side lots of 
smoke, I didn’t enjoy that. Into a tunnel, crawl through on hands and 
knees finish in a dam, wade through that and onto the next test. Pick 
up a log about the size of a fence post, hoist it onto your shoulder 

and off you jog. This is easy, hang on not more water, yes, wade 
through another dam with your log. Drop your log and jog on.  
What have we got here – pipes just big enough to fit into, angled 
down, wet and covered in mud from previous mudders. Plop into 
a water and mud filled trench, another pipe, this time angled up – 
much harder, but on your back and push with your feet seemed to 
work, jog on. A couple more black muddy water holes and jog on.

Nearly there, just ‘Everest’ to climb and the ‘Electro Therapy’ to go. 
Everest is a tall half-pipe construction about 4m high made from 
rubber sheets, very slippery when wet and muddy. There was a long 
wait here but plenty of cheering at all the mudders trying to get 
up Everest. It appeared that more failed than made it. After much 

studying the best technique to use it was my turn. With help from 
some strong mudders at the top I made it first go. I then helped  
4 other mudders up and moved on to the final. There it was, the 
finish, just run through about a 100 electrically charged wires while 
zig-zagging around hay bales, just to make it more fun there was  
a sadist to spray you with water while you ran. I made with only  
about 3 mild zaps.

I FINISHED every challenge they threw at me, how long did it take?  
I don’t know or care. I had the most fun I’ve had in years. Would  
I do it again? HELL YEH. Can hardly wait, I will be the first sign up.

Some advice for future tough mudders – train hard, jog, chin ups, 
and sit ups. Enter as a team start together and enjoy.

Steve Gadsden
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Who is winning? All photos courtesy Steve Gadsden.

Steve lapping up the mud.

Steve pulling himself up the rope wall. 
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Peter Hallyburton.Robin Curwen-Walker.

Andrew Clinton.

Peter Goldsworthy. Photos Holly Payne.David Barnes.

Mick Kane.



One of the perennial issues facing the club is the availability, 
suitability and management of boat racking. In the past the vast 
majority of boats stored were privately owned but as the racks were 
filled more members complained of the lack of racking space.  
Several years ago the club introduced the Intermediate fleet to cater 
for those members still waiting for a rack space. Notwithstanding that 
the Intermediate fleet has been a proven success in both providing 
a variety of boats and an opportunity for all to paddle the Board 
recognises that racking at the club is still not ideal. In particular,  
issues brought to the attention of the Board include:

• A long waiting list for singles racks with waiting time over 1 year

• Safety issues with raising doubles to higher levels with poles

• Some racks being occupied by boats that are very rarely used

As a result the Board set up two project teams:

1  Management of racking space including costs, waiting lists 
and membership structure (David Bevan, Llew Morgan)

2  Physical racking options (Tony Payne, Andrew Buzacott, 
Wayne Cook, Alex James and Peter Goldsworthy)

The second project team started meeting in February with the  
defined objectives of:

1  To optimise or change the physical layout to increase boat storage 
capacity in the lower section of the club house

2  To improve the safety of boat handling within the club by identifying 
ways to make the use of poles safer or by removing the need to use 
poles to lift and lower boats above head height

3 To provide broad based costs estimates for any solutions 

As our existing drawings of the club were out-dated and not reliable 
our first step was to initiate a new set of drawings of the club and we 
appreciate the work put in by Wayne Cook in achieving this.

With professional input from Wayne and Alex James it became 
clear that we had opened a can of worms, and there would not 
be a simple solution to the racking problems. In particular it was 
recognised that should we do any significant building work there 
were new legal requirements on us to come up to current building 
standards. From this we have commissioned an Essential Services 
survey by an external contractor to ascertain exactly what we would 
need to change to meet current standards. Once the results of the 
survey are received we should be in a better position to decide on  
a cost effective path for the racking.

Whilst this background work is being undertaken we are checking out 
what other clubs are doing to see if there are alternative methods of 
safe and effective boat storage. We welcome input from any members 
with bright ideas in this area. To give you an indication of some of the 
ideas being considered we have discussed the following concepts:

• Use of a mezzanine floor in the storage area

• Design of a ‘pigeon hole’ or ‘letter box’ style racking

• Doubling up on the existing racking system e.g. 2 boats per rack

•  Reorganising existing racks e.g. reducing aisle widths and 
optimising boat space

• Modification to racks to be purpose built for specific boat types

• Options for moving boats to higher levels safely

Should you wish to contribute to this project please contact one of  
the Directors.

Tony Payne.
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